HOW YOU CAN HELP
Teachers know that most parents don’t understand
French. The French immersion program was
designed for children of English-speaking parents.
If you don’t speak French, you can still make your
child’s French-language experience positive.
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SUPPORT

Be supportive and enthusiastic. Research shows
that students whose parents have positive attitudes
toward French do better in immersion programs.
Keep in mind that skills learned in English are
transferred to French. Read to your children in
English, encourage them to write in English, and
introduce word games like crossword puzzles,
word searches, and Scrabble.
Help your child to use French outside of the classroom: watch French TV, borrow or buy French
books and videos, and choose activities in French
like plays, interest courses, and sport activities.

HOW WE CAN HELP
CPF was established in 1977 by a group of parents
whose primary goal was to promote and create
French-second-language learning opportunities for
young Canadians. Currently more than 25,000 are
members of about 185 community-level Chapters,
supported by 11 provincial/territorial Branches
and a National office. CPF…
Sponsors summer camps, special programs,
contests and
activities for
French-secondlanguage students designed
to support their
French education.

Provides information on where to find support
materials for use in the home, including French
books, educational games, computer software and
Internet sites.
Offers Coin des jeunes (Children’s Corner)–an
online treasure chest of information, games and
activities for children and teens.
Provides information and resources for parents
and students at all stages: preschool, elementary,
high school and university/college.
For more resources/information see www.cpf.ca
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I want my child to be …
a creative thinker
an excellent communicator
ready to succeed
in tomorrow's world
Give your child the advantages that come with
being bilingual. Enrol your child in

FRENCH IMMERSION.

CPF MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
CPF allows one or two adults per family as voting members.

abilities do as well in immersion as they do in
English programs. Every student can have the
same opportunity and the advantage is that they
all have the potential to become bilingual.
You’re doing a great job supporting and preparing
your child for school. You continue to seek information to make good educational decisions–decisions that you hope will help your child to flourish in today’s global world.
Why not offer your child the advantages of
Canada’s world-renowned French immersion programs? The advantages go beyond learning both
of Canada’s official languages. Being bilingual
opens doors and produces excellent students and
creative thinkers.
Becoming bilingual is a choice–why not give your
child the advantages that come with being bilingual?

BECOMING BILINGUAL…
IS EASY AND FOR EVERYONE
Immersion students master French in the same
way that they learned English. The process is so
natural because French is used as the language of
instruction and as a means of communication.
Students learning in French immersion are being
taught the same curriculum as if they were in an
English program. French immersion programs
start with all or most of the day in French. This
helps students quickly learn and achieve the
French skills needed to study other subjects in
French.
No special skills are required. Children with all
types of academic ability can succeed in French
immersion, not just above-average students.
Studies show that students with lower academic

IMPROVES YOUR ENGLISH
Learning subjects in French does not interfere with
English-language development. In fact, it improves
it.
Research shows that learning a second language
has a positive effect on first-language achievement.
Immersion students match and often exceed the
English skills of other students by Grade 4 or 5,
even though they usually start reading and writing
in French first.
This happens because language learning skills
introduced to students in the first few years of the
French immersion program are used for learning
in English, which is usually introduced around
grade 2. English language skills are also strengthened and maintained because students spend the
vast majority of their time communicating in
English with family and friends.

PRODUCES RESULTS
Immersion programs generally produce better
French language results than an English program
that offers core French (basic French). Early
immersion students, however, achieve greater
French proficiency than middle, late and partial
immersion students.
Early immersion students
perform almost as well as
francophone students in
French listening and reading
comprehension by the end
of elementary school. By the
end of high school, students
are able to work or pursue
further studies in French.

Studies show that immersion graduates achieved
intermediate or higher proficiency levels on Public
Service tests.

NEW MEMBERSHIP
RENEWAL: Membership #_____________

Change of Address

MEMBER INFORMATION

FOSTERS EXCELLENT STUDENTS…
EXCELLENT COMMUNICATORS

NAME:

Students with two languages can focus more on
meaning and pick out the most relevant points
from information provided. They are better able
to communicate their thoughts and express themselves and can answer open-ended questions more
easily than those with only one language.

PROVINCE:

First Member’s Surname (Given name)

Second Member’s Surname (Given name)

STREET:

CITY:
POSTAL CODE:

HOME PHONE: (
FAX: (
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)

WORK PHONE: (

)

E-MAIL:

SCHOOL BOARD:
SCHOOL(S):
LOCAL CPF CHAPTER/SECTION:

Bilingual people are also more sensitive to communication and are better able to understand and
respond to the needs of others. Their exposure to
another culture makes them respectful of differences, and allows them to communicate effectively
with people of diverse backgrounds.

OFFERS AN EDGE
Thousands of businesses in Canada operate in
more than one language and the numbers are
growing. In today’s global economy, those who
are bilingual can choose from a wider range of
national and international jobs that require
employees with second-language skills and cultural sensitivity. The Government of Canada alone
has about 67,000 bilingual jobs.
Immersion graduates have more options than
other students because they may choose to study
or work in both official languages. High school
students who studied subjects in French find that
they can adjust to university or college courses
offered in English. They also report no trouble
making the transition to university or college level
courses in French.

I understand that the personal information collected on this form is for the purpose of
forwarding various newsletters and other mailings related to FSL matters as well as
fundraising materials.
Occasionally, the CPF membership list may be made available to other groups/agencies
to offer members special benefits or education-related information. Use of the list
will be carefully regulated and only permitted under a contract specifying
confidentiality and one-time authorization.
If you do NOT wish to receive mailings other than directly from CPF,
PLEASE CHECK THIS BOX

MEMBERSHIP FEE
BEST VALUE!

3 year - $60.00 $
1 year - $25.00 $
Donation*
$
Total (No GST) $

65% of your membership fee supports the activities of your local Chapter, 25%
supports CPF's work at the Branch Level and 10% goes to CPF National to partially
cover processing costs.

DONATION PLEASE DESIGNATE TO:_______________________________
Your gift in support of CPF is welcomed and appreciated. All donations are
important to us. However, due to cost, we will issue tax receipts in January of the
following year only to donors who have made donations of more than $10, unless a
receipt for a lesser amount is specifically requested.
CPF Charitable Reg.No. 11883 5131 RR0001

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!
FOR PAYMENT BY:

VISA

MasterCard

NAME ON CARD:
CARD #:

EXPIRY DATE:

SIGNATURE:

Return to:
CANADIAN PARENTS FOR FRENCH
176 Gloucester Street, Suite 310
Ottawa, Ontario K2P 0A6

Cheque Enclosed

